2.21 a CW polytope is a Hausdorff space;
in a CW polytope, the star of any cell σ {the collection of all open cells having σ as a face) is an open set;

if Y is an arbitrary space, then f: P -> Y is continuous if and only if
f is continuous on each cell.
2.3
As a final preliminary, we need the "nerve" of a covering. Let 
Proof. (Cf. ϋowker [4] , where N(U) is taken as a metric polytope.) Define for 7 . This proves that μ is continuous. The properties 3.11-3.13 now follow at once. If Y is a space with the property that, given any metric space X and any closed A C X, every continuous /: A -* Y extends to a continuous F: X * Y, we call Y an absolute retract. Thus Theorem 4.1 asserts that any locally convex linear space is an absolute retract. The conclusions of the theorem give a slight extension.
COROLLARY. Let C be a convex set in a locally convex linear space L. Then C is an absolute retract.
Proof. This is immediate from the construction of Theorem 4.1, since the extension has an image lying in the convex hull of f{A), and so in C.
Note that C is not required to be closed in L .
It is possible to
give an elementary direct proof of Theorem 4.1 not explicitly involving the space A U Mi/), by merely explicitly exhibiting the resulting extension that was constructed in 4.2. It has the advantage of exhibiting a certain kind of "linearity" in the constructed extension, which is sometimes more amenable to applications. In fact, using the notations of Theorem 2.31 and Theorem 4.1, we find it is simple to verify directly that
is the extension of f which we have constructed. The proof of the continuity is essentially a repetition of the last part of 4.1, and is as follows: By the considerations of 2.31, the continuity of F need be proved only at points of A Select any convex nbd F of F(a) = /(α); we are to find a nbd W" Z> a with F(W") C F. Since /is continuous on A, there exists a δ > 0 such that d(a 9 a') < δ implies f(a') £ F. Now let W be a nbd of a in X of radius < δ/3 since \ Jj}'is canonical, we can find a nbd W' , a £ W' C W, such that whenever U Π W' ^ 0, then U £ W. It follows that for any χ υ £ W we have f / C tF and so d(x U9 a) < δ/3; this shows that d{aζj 9 a) < d(au 9 xy) + d(xu 9 a) < δ and therefore we conclude:
Construct, finally, a nbd IF" such that a £ tF" C W and such that whenever U Π ίί 7 " 7^ 0, then U C IF ; . We are going to show that F{W") C F.
In fact, if Λ £ W" Π (X -A), let % £ ί/ t Π Π U n and % £ only these sets; since Σu\y{x) = 1 for every # £ {X ~~ /I) and XJ/IΛ;) ψ 0 only if £/ = £/;, i -1, ,n, it follows that F(x) belongs to the (perhaps degenerate) cell in L spanned by /(α^),* ,f(aτj n ); and since UiΓϊW" ψ 0 for i = 1, ,rc, we see from (*) that f(ay.) C F, Ϊ = 1, ,/ι. This means that the vertices of the cell spanned by fidy.),* ,f{o>jj ) are all in the convex set V, so the linear extension lies in V also, and therefore F(x) £ V. Since x is arbitrary, we see that
ut also, since we have diameter W" < δ , it follows that F(W" Π A) = f(W" Π A) C F, and so FdF") C F, as stated. Since L is locally convex, this proves F continuous at points of A , and, as remarked, continuous on X. (See also Kuratowski [9] ).
We note that to prove Theorem 4.1 our method requires essentially three 
THEOREM. Let L be a normed linear space> and S -\x\\\xf\ < ]]. A necessary and sufficient condition that every continuous f: S -> .S have a fixed point is that S be compact.
Proof. US is compact, the result comes from Tychonoffs Theorem I _X 3 J If S is not compact, it follows readily that C: [x ||x|| = 1} is not compact either.
Let F : S -> C be an extension of the identity map /: C -> C (6.2 Theorem).
Setting φ(x) -~ F(x)
, we see that φhas no fixed point.
In particular (Banach, [2, p. 84] )this proves that the Brouwer fixed-point theorem for the unit sphere of any infinite dimensional Banach space is not true. This is a partial answer to a question of Kakutani [ό] who showed that in the Hubert space a fixed-point free map of the unit sphere in itself can in fact be selected to to be a homeomorphism.
COROLLARY. Let L be a normed linear space with noncompact
C: U| ||*|| = i | .
Then C is contractible on itself to a point.
Proof. Form the metric space C X /, / the unit interval, and map C X 0 by the identity, C X 1 by a constant map. Since C is an absolute retract, the map on CX0UCX1CCX/ extends to a φ: C X / --> C, and this φ gives the required deformation.
Application to a generalization of the theory of locally connected spaces.
For our final application, we show that the entire theory of locally connected spaces can be extended to arbitrary metric spaces. In this development, as in that for the separable metric spaces (Fox [5] ), the role of the ϊiilbert cube in the classical theory is taken over by a whole class of ''universal" spaces. Kuratowski (1 ~~ t) fχ(x), we see that rφ(x 9 t), 0 < t < 1, gives the required homotopy. Dowker [4] ).
Proof.
Let \U'} be a locally finite refinement of \u} 9 and N(U') the nerve of {U'} 9 K the barycentric mapping (2.31) K : Y -» NW') Let /V' be the barycentric subdivision of the polytope NW') and {p'] its vertices. We take stars in N' (the CW topology of /V is a subdivision invariant); then the open sets V -K" 1 (star p') form the required covering.
We now prove the "factorization" theorem: Πί/ Λ ) C U^i /(ί/i) C F also; this shows that g' K(x) and /(%) are in a common set W for each x, and hence are homotopic.
Next, we map NW) into N(V) simplicially as follows: if pu is a vertex of NW), select some V with ϋ <Z /ΉF) and set π(prj) = p F . It is easy to verify that π is simplicial. Extending linearly, we have 77: /V(/7)-> /V(F). Again it is simple to verify that gτr{x) and g'U) are in a common set IF for every x £ /V(ί/), and hence are homotopic.
Thus we see that f is homotopic to gTίK, so that, with ΉK = μ, the theorem is proved.
The property is not known to be equivalent with ANR. The theorem also holds for LC n spaces, if dimA^ < n the polytope P can be chosen so that dim P < n in this case. We have the trivial consequence: In the case that Y is a compactum, all coverings involved can be chosen finite, and 7.6 yields known results (Lefschetz [ll p.109] ). If the Y is a separable metric ANK, the coverings can be so chosen (Kaplan [7] ) so that, the polytope P is a locally finite one.
It should further be remarked that the method of proof used in Theorem 6.2 is a completely general procedure to prove that an ANR which is connected in all dimensions is in fact an absolute retract.
